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**Summary**

**Background** The Xpert MTB/RIF assay is an automated molecular test that has improved the detection of tuberculosis and rifampicin resistance, but its sensitivity is inadequate in patients with paucibacillary disease or HIV. Xpert MTB/RIF Ultra (Xpert Ultra) was developed to overcome this limitation. We compared the diagnostic performance of Xpert Ultra with that of Xpert for detection of tuberculosis and rifampicin resistance.

**Methods** In this prospective, multicentre, diagnostic accuracy study, we recruited adults with pulmonary tuberculosis symptoms presenting at primary health-care centres and hospitals in eight countries (South Africa, Uganda, Kenya, India, China, Georgia, Belarus, and Brazil). Participants were allocated to the case detection group if no drugs had been taken for tuberculosis in the past 6 months or to the multidrug-resistance risk group if drugs for tuberculosis had been taken in the past 6 months, but drug resistance was suspected. Demographic information, medical history, chest imaging results, and HIV test results were recorded at enrolment, and each participant gave at least three sputum specimens on 2 separate days. Xpert and Xpert Ultra diagnostic performance in the same sputum specimen was compared with culture tests and drug susceptibility testing as reference standards. The primary objectives were to estimate and compare the sensitivity of Xpert Ultra test with that of Xpert for detection of smear-negative tuberculosis and rifampicin resistance and to estimate and compare Xpert Ultra and Xpert specificities for detection of rifampicin resistance. Study participants in the case detection group were included in all analyses, whereas participants in the multidrug-resistance risk group were only included in analyses of rifampicin-resistance detection.

**Findings** Between Feb 18, and Dec 24, 2016, we enrolled 2368 participants for sputum sampling. 248 participants were excluded from the analysis, and 1753 participants were distributed to the case detection group (n=1439) and the multidrug-resistance risk group (n=314). Sensitivities of Xpert Ultra and Xpert were 63% and 46%, respectively, for the 137 participants with smear-negative and culture-positive sputum (difference of 17%, 95% CI 10 to 24); 90% and 77%, respectively, for the 115 HIV-positive participants with culture-positive sputum (13%, 6-4 to 21); and 88% and 83%, respectively, across all 462 participants with culture-positive sputum (5-4%, 3-3 to 8-0). Specificities of Xpert Ultra and Xpert for case detection were 96% and 98% (–2·7%, –3·9 to –1·7) overall, and 93% and 98% for patients with a history of tuberculosis. Xpert Ultra and Xpert performed similarly in detecting rifampicin resistance.

**Interpretation** For tuberculosis case detection, sensitivity of Xpert Ultra was superior to that of Xpert in patients with paucibacillary disease and in patients with HIV. However, this increase in sensitivity came at the expense of a decrease in specificity.
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**Introduction** An estimated 10·4 million new tuberculosis cases occurred in 2015, but only 5·1 million (59%) were diagnosed.1 That same year, an estimated 580 000 rifampicin-resistant cases occurred, but only 125 000 (20%) were identified.1 These diagnostic gaps are caused mostly by the lack of highly sensitive, rapid, accessible diagnostics.2 WHO recommended the Xpert MTB/RIF assay (Cepheid, Sunnyvale, CA, USA), an automated, integrated, cartridge-based molecular assay, as the initial test for tuberculosis to increase case detection and improve identification of rifampicin resistance directly from sputum.2,3 Xpert is used in tuberculosis programmes in more than 120 countries.4 However, Xpert’s sensitivity for tuberculosis detection is inadequate when few bacilli are present in a clinical specimen. This limits the usefulness of Xpert in patients with sputum smear-negative or extrapulmonary tuberculosis. This is particularly relevant for people with...
HIV and for children, in whom tuberculosis is often difficult to diagnose and morbidity can be high.13 One possible consequence of imperfect test sensitivity is lack of confidence in a negative test result, leading to empiric treatment and possibly overtreatment that might assure generalisability of the data to the tuberculosis epidemic worldwide. Our findings suggest that Xpert Ultra is substantially more sensitive than Xpert for detection of pulmonary tuberculosis, especially for paucibacillary specimens (ie, smear-negative specimens and specimens from HIV-positive individuals in whom available tests work best well). However, the increased sensitivity of Xpert Ultra came at the expense of a loss of specificity. For detection of rifampicin resistance, Xpert Ultra and Xpert performed comparably.

**Implications of all the available evidence**

The improved sensitivity of the Xpert Ultra assay relative to the Xpert assay should permit more evidence-based treatment decisions and at earlier stages of disease, even in people with HIV who can have high morbidity and mortality from tuberculosis despite relatively low bacillary burdens in sputum. On the basis of these findings, WHO has concluded that Xpert Ultra can be used as an alternative to Xpert for initial testing in adults with signs or symptoms of tuberculosis. Further research in different epidemiological settings and patient populations is needed to clarify the implications of the trade-off between increased sensitivity and decreased specificity and to determine the biological basis for Xpert Ultra-positive and culture-negative results.

**Methods**

**Study design and participants**

The primary objectives of this initial clinical diagnostic accuracy study were to estimate and compare the sensitivity of a single Xpert Ultra test with that of a single Xpert test of the same raw sputum specimen for detection of smear-negative tuberculosis and rifampicin resistance, and to estimate and compare Xpert Ultra and Xpert specificities for detection of rifampicin resistance. We hypothesised that the sensitivity of a single Xpert Ultra test for detection of smear-negative tuberculosis was non-inferior to that of a

**Research in context**

**Evidence before this study**

In 2010, WHO endorsed the Xpert MTB/RIF assay for initial diagnostic testing of individuals suspected of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis or HIV-associated tuberculosis. In 2014, WHO expanded this recommendation for use in all patients. The diagnostic accuracy of Xpert for pulmonary tuberculosis and rifampicin resistance has been assessed in Cochrane systematic reviews. The most recent update included studies described in any language until Feb 7, 2013. In 27 studies with nearly 10,000 participants, the pooled sensitivities of Xpert for pulmonary tuberculosis were 98% in those who were positive by sputum smear microscopy but only 67% in those who were negative by sputum smear microscopy. Pooled sensitivity was 79% in HIV-positive patients independent of sputum smear status, and pooled specificity was 99%. Performance characteristics for rifampicin resistance were 95% sensitivity and 98% specificity. The suboptimal detection of rifampicin resistance by Xpert in mixed populations containing rifampicin-resistant plus rifampicin-susceptible bacilli and some silent mutations and the consequent false determinations of rifampicin resistance have been confirmed in subsequent reports.

The Xpert MTB/RIF Ultra (Xpert Ultra) assay was developed to overcome the limited sensitivity of Xpert in the detection of pulmonary tuberculosis and limited accuracy of rifampicin resistance detection. We searched PubMed with the term “Xpert MTB/RIF Ultra” for articles in any language published until Oct 18, 2017. Other than two commentaries, we found two primary research articles describing the limit of detection and the performance of Xpert Ultra for detection of Mycobacterium tuberculosis in cerebrospinal fluid. Findings from analytical laboratory studies showed that Xpert Ultra had a lower limit of bacillary detection and was more accurate for detection of rifampicin resistance than Xpert. Xpert Ultra was also found to have higher sensitivity than Xpert and culture in paucibacillary specimens of cerebrospinal fluid.

**Added value of this study**

This is the first prospective study on the accuracy of Xpert Ultra for pulmonary tuberculosis. We did this study in eight countries with high burdens of tuberculosis or drug-resistant tuberculosis, and we applied a rigorous reference standard to assure generalisability of the data to the tuberculosis epidemic worldwide. Our findings suggest that Xpert Ultra is substantially more sensitive than Xpert for detection of pulmonary tuberculosis, especially for paucibacillary specimens (ie, smear-negative specimens and specimens from HIV-positive individuals in whom available tests work best well). However, the increased sensitivity of Xpert Ultra came at the expense of a loss of specificity. For detection of rifampicin resistance, Xpert Ultra and Xpert performed comparably.
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single Xpert, and that the sensitivity and the specificity of Xpert Ultra for rifampicin resistance detection were non-inferior to those of Xpert. The study was done at ten reference laboratories in eight countries (South Africa, Uganda, Kenya, India, China, Georgia, Belarus, and Brazil). Eligible study participants were adults presenting at primary health-care centres and hospitals with pulmonary tuberculosis symptoms and who were willing to provide up to four sputum specimens at study enrolment. Participants were recruited prospectively into one of two groups: the case detection group or the multidrug-resistance risk group. Participation in the case detection group required willingness to attend study follow-up visits 42–70 days after enrolment and that no tuberculosis drugs had been taken in the past 6 months. Participants assigned to the multidrug-resistance risk group were at high risk of drug resistance on the basis of one or more of the following criteria: (1) microbiologically confirmed pulmonary tuberculosis with documented rifampicin resistance and tuberculosis treatment received for 31 days or less; (2) known pulmonary tuberculosis with suspected treatment failure; and (3) history of drug-resistant tuberculosis and off tuberculosis treatment for at least 3 months. The study protocol (appendix) was reviewed and approved by ethics committees at study sites and supervising organisations. Written informed consent was obtained from all study participants. Study participation did not affect the standard of care.

### Procedures

Demographic information, medical history, chest imaging results, and HIV test results (at sites where part of routine care) were recorded at enrolment. Participants were asked to provide minimum three sputum specimens on two separate days. Xpert and Xpert Ultra assays, smear microscopy, culture testing, and phenotypic drug susceptibility tests for rifampicin were done on site. Study-specified laboratory quality assurance included the use of external controls (positive and negative) and swab testing of the specimen processing area and of GeneXpert instrument surfaces.

Xpert and Xpert Ultra assays were done by adding sample reagent to the first collected sputum specimen in a 2:1 dilution, and 2.0 mL of the resulting mixture was added to one Xpert and one Xpert Ultra cartridge. Samples were analysed using standard four-module GeneXpert instruments with automated readouts for *M tuberculosis* detection (invalid [no internal assay control detected]; not detected; or detected [with semiquantitation]) and rifampicin resistance (detected, not detected, or indeterminate). The semiquantitative scale for Xpert Ultra results was trace, very low, low, medium, or high. The semiquantitative scale for Xpert results was very low, low, medium, or high.

For reference standard testing, the second and third sputum specimens were first digested with N-acetyl-L-cysteine and sodium hydroxide and concentrated using standard methods. Smear microscopy was done using Ziehl-Neelsen (Belarus site) or auramine-rhodamine staining (all other sites). 0.5 mL of the resuspended pellet was inoculated into liquid culture using mycobacteria growth indicator tube (MGIT) with a BACTEC 960 instrument (BD Microbiology Systems, Sparks, MD, USA), and 0.2 mL was inoculated on Löwenstein-Jensen medium. Cultures positive for growth of acid-fast bacilli underwent confirmation of *M tuberculosis* complex by MPT64/MPB64 antigen detection or line probe assays. Phenotypic drug susceptibility testing was done from the first positive *M tuberculosis* culture using the BACTEC MGIT 960 system and a rifampicin critical concentration of 1·0 µg/mL. Genetic drug susceptibility testing by Sanger DNA sequencing or pyrosequencing of the 81-bp *rpoB* core region was done for cultured isolates from all participants with discordant results between phenotypic drug susceptibility and Xpert Ultra readouts and for a subset of participants with concurrent results. Next-generation sequencing or pyrosequencing of IS6110, IS1081, and *rpoB* from the Xpert Ultra cartridge amplicon was done on specimens for which Xpert Ultra results were positive, but no culture was positive (appendix p 2).

Case definitions for the primary analyses were based on four culture results from sputum specimens two and three (figure 1). A culture-positive tuberculosis case was defined as a participant with at least one culture positive for *M tuberculosis*. Culture-positive cases were considered smear-positive if they had at least one positive smear (inclusive of scanty positive smears). A culture-negative participant had no culture positive for *M tuberculosis* and at least two cultures negative for *M tuberculosis*.

Staff doing Xpert or Xpert Ultra assays were blinded to results of other study tests through use of specimen codes and through staffing assignments. Data were captured through dedicated data-entry systems that were password-protected.

### Statistical analysis

Sample size was calculated by Monte-Carlo Simulation (appendix p 3). Sensitivity was defined as the proportion of patients testing positive with the reference standard who tested positive by the index test (Xpert Ultra) or comparator test (Xpert). Specificity was the proportion of patients testing negative with the reference standard who tested negative by the index test or comparator test. The primary analysis was based on results from initial testing of the first sputum specimen with Xpert and Xpert Ultra. Participants in the case detection group were included in all analyses, whereas participants in the multidrug-resistance risk group were only included in analyses of rifampicin-resistance detection. Patients were excluded from the analysis if culture contamination did not allow application of the case definition or if results of Xpert or Xpert Ultra were indeterminate or missing on initial testing. The proportion testing indeterminate is reported separately.

See Online for appendix
Results for simple proportions are presented with Clopper-Pearson 95% CI. The 95% CI around differences in proportions (for paired specimens in non-inferiority analyses) was computed using Tango’s score method.16,17 A non-inferiority endpoint, rather than a superiority endpoint, was selected for this initial clinical diagnostic accuracy study of Xpert Ultra because a superiority endpoint would have required a prohibitively large sample size of enrolled participants with smear-negative pulmonary tuberculosis. We reasoned that assurance from a diagnostic accuracy study that Xpert Ultra was at least as good as Xpert would be useful to clinicians and policy makers and provide rationale for a larger study to assess superiority. Superiority is demonstrated if it can be shown that sensitivity of Xpert Ultra is superior to Xpert beyond what could occur by chance alone. To

Figure 1: Specimen laboratory testing, participant flow, and exclusions from analysis eligibility

Eligible participants were asked to provide four sputum specimens (sputum 1–4) on 2 separate days. Xpert MTB/RIF Ultra assay (Xpert Ultra) on the first of sputum specimen was the index test, and Xpert MTB/RIF assay on the first sputum specimen was the comparator test. When possible, a fourth sputum specimen was obtained for additional solid and liquid cultures in cases with Xpert and Xpert Ultra discrepant results on sputum specimen 1. Sputum 4 results were only used for secondary analyses. NALC-NaOH=N-acetyl-L-cysteine and sodium hydroxide. MGIT=mycobacteria growth indicator tube. *Some reasons for exclusion overlap.
Of the 1439 participants in the case detection group, 694 (46%) met inclusion criteria and were included in the analyses. Between Feb 18, and Dec 24, 2016, we enrolled 1753 participants in the case detection and multidrug-resistance risk groups, 684 were culture-positive and had rifampicin resistance by Xpert or Xpert Ultra but provided interpretable rifampicin drug susceptibility test results. Xpert Ultra sensitivity and specificity are shown in table 2. The increase in sensitivity of Xpert Ultra relative to Xpert was larger than the remaining sensitivity gap between Xpert Ultra and a single liquid culture (appendix p 5). Xpert Ultra and Xpert sensitivities using phenotypic drug susceptibility testing (table 1). The comparison of sensitivity and specificity provided results for 580 participants (85%; appendix p 14). The comparison of sensitivity and specificity between Xpert and Xpert Ultra in the detection of rifampicin resistance is shown in table 2. Incorporating sequencing data for specimens that tested positive for rifampicin resistance by Xpert or Xpert Ultra but rifampicin-resistant by phenotypic drug susceptibility testing non-inferiority, the lower limit of the CI of the difference in sensitivity (Δ) was compared with the predefined non-inferiority margin; non-inferiority is achieved if the lower limit of the CI of Δ is no less than the non-inferiority margin. Non-inferiority margins for comparison between Xpert Ultra and Xpert were set at –7% for sensitivity to detect smear-negative tuberculosis, and at –3% for sensitivity and specificity to detect rifampicin resistance (appendix, p 3). A margin was not predefined for specificity of tuberculosis detection. We used Stata version 12 and R version 3.2.4 for statistical analyses. Data are median (IQR) or n/N (%). *For sites where HIV infection status was unknown for more than 50% of study participants, we show country-level HIV prevalence among tuberculosis cases. †HIV-infection status was unknown for 20 individuals; data are percentage of patients with known HIV status. ‡Numbers shown for study participants in the case detection group. §Data were missing for three patients at the Mumbai site. ¶At each site, study participants were enrolled in one of two possible (mutually exclusive) enrolment groups: the case detection group (based on suspicion of tuberculosis) or the multidrug-resistance risk group (based on suspicion of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis). **Calculated as percentage of the total number of culture-positive study participants in the case detection group and the multidrug-resistance risk group with available phenotypic drug-susceptibility test results.
testing gave specificity estimates of more than 99% for Xpert Ultra and Xpert, which were largely attributable to detection of mutations CTG533CCG, CAC526AAC, and CTG511CCG by Xpert Ultra and Xpert (appendix p 8) and only approached the specificity of those without a history of tuberculosis if the previous tuberculosis treatment was at least 7 years before enrolment.

19 (44%) of 43 participants with a positive Xpert Ultra test but no positive culture had an Xpert Ultra semiquantitative readout of trace. 15 (35%) participants with apparent false-positive Xpert Ultra results were also positive by Xpert (appendix p 9). Two (5%) participants with apparent false-positive Xpert Ultra results had *M tuberculosis* identified on a follow-up culture, and two (5%) participants were treated for tuberculosis on the basis of results from Xpert Ultra.

### Table 3: Test sensitivity and specificity depending on tuberculosis history and different approaches to the interpretation of semiquantitative trace-positive results for *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* detection by Xpert MTB/RIF Ultra (Xpert Ultra)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuberculosis detection</th>
<th>Detection of rifampicin resistance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity: all culture-positive (95% CI; n/N)</td>
<td>Sensitivity (95% CI; n/N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity: smear-negative (95% CI; n/N)</td>
<td>Sensitivity: HIV-negative (95% CI; n/N)†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity: HIV-positive (95% CI; n/N)‡</td>
<td>Specificity (95% CI; n/N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xpert</td>
<td>Xpert Ultra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83% (79–86; 383/462)</td>
<td>88% (85–91; 408/462)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46% (37–55; 63/137)</td>
<td>63% (54–71; 86/137)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90% (84–94; 143/159)</td>
<td>91% (86–95; 145/159)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77% (68–84; 88/115)</td>
<td>90% (83–95; 103/115)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98% (97–99; 960/977)</td>
<td>96% (94–97; 934/977)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% (91–98; 167/175)</td>
<td>98% (96–99; 369/376)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tables 2 and 3: Comparative accuracy for detection of tuberculosis and rifampicin resistance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All culture-positive (95% CI; n/N)</td>
<td>All culture-negative (95% CI; n/N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xpert</td>
<td>Xpert Ultra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83% (79–86; 383/462)</td>
<td>88% (85–91; 408/462)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46% (37–55; 63/137)</td>
<td>63% (54–71; 86/137)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98% (97–99; 960/977)</td>
<td>96% (94–97; 934/977)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98% (97–99; 715/727)</td>
<td>96% (95–98; 701/727)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98% (95–99; 244/249)</td>
<td>93% (89–96; 232/249)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results were based on initial testing of the first sample with Xpert MTB/RIF and Xpert MTB/RIF Ultra (Xpert Ultra) assays. Uninterpretable results (contaminated cultures or non-determinate Xpert or Ultra results) were excluded from the analysis. Culture contamination averaged 4·3–7·8%, depending on sample and culture type. Non-determinate results (invalid, error, no result) are reported in the main text. Sensitivities of Xpert and Xpert Ultra for detection of smear-negative tuberculosis were 99% (95% CI 97–100) and 93% (97–100). *Accuracy for tuberculosis detection was estimated in study participants in the case detection group. Participants with unknown HIV-infection status are excluded from analyses stratified by HIV status but included in all other analyses. †Accuracy for detection of rifampicin resistance was estimated in all study participants with available drug susceptibility test results and valid rifampicin resistance results for both Xpert and Xpert Ultra. Data on HIV-infection status were not available for 188 culture-positive and 336 culture-negative study participants. Sensitivity of Xpert and Xpert Ultra in study participants with missing HIV status was 81% and 85%, respectively. Note that the estimate for pooled sensitivity of Xpert Ultra irrespective of HIV status does not fall between the estimates for HIV-infected and HIV-uninfected individuals. §Accuracy estimates are based on the reference standard as defined in the Methods section (using four cultures to define tuberculosis); using a less stringent reference standard with only one liquid and one solid culture (both from sputum sample 2), which is similar to the reference standard used in 21 of 22 studies included in the most recent Cochrane systematic review of the Xpert assay, resulted in Xpert sensitivity for smear-negative tuberculosis of 73% (Cochrane review pooled estimate 67%) and Xpert Ultra sensitivity of 86% (appendix p 5).
basis of clinical suspicion. Of the 24 (56%) participants who did not have culture-positive or Xpert-positive sputum and who had not started therapy, 18 participants gave 2-month follow-up information on symptoms. Symptoms had resolved in nine participants, improved in eight participants, and had not changed in one participant. Sequencing of the amplicons obtained from 14 cartridges (14 participants) with apparent false-positive results showed *M tuberculosis* DNA in 12 participants (appendix pp 10–12).

In a post-hoc analysis, we explored the effect of reclassifying Xpert Ultra trace-positive results as tuberculosis-negative on sensitivity and specificity for case detection (appendix p 7). Eliminating the trace-positive category and reclassifying all trace-positive results as tuberculosis-negative improved Xpert Ultra specificity but reduced its sensitivity (table 3). A conditional-trace approach (Xpert Ultra trace-positive results were reclassified as tuberculosis-negative only in participants with a history of tuberculosis) and a trace-repeat approach (participants with a trace-positive Xpert Ultra result for the first specimen were classified either as tuberculosis-negative if an Xpert Ultra test result of another sputum specimen was negative, or as tuberculosis-positive if an Xpert Ultra test result of another sputum specimen was positive) also improved Xpert Ultra specificity estimates (table 3). The conditional trace and trace-repeat approaches retained most of Xpert Ultra’s sensitivity in the smear-negative group. In a post-hoc analysis stratified by country-specific tuberculosis incidence, the specificity of Xpert Ultra was almost identical to that of Xpert in countries with low incidence (100 cases per 100 000 population or less), whereas the difference between Xpert Ultra and Xpert was greatest (–8% [95% CI –14 to –5] in favour of Xpert) in participants with a medical history of tuberculosis who were enrolled in countries with high tuberculosis incidence (more than 100 cases per 100 000 population; appendix p 13).

On initial testing of 2001 specimens, non-determinate readouts (invalid, error, no result) were obtained for 39 (2%) specimens with Xpert and for 79 (4%) specimens with Xpert Ultra. After excluding instrument-related errors, non-determinate readouts were obtained for 28 (1%) specimens with Xpert and for 64 (3%) specimens with Xpert Ultra. A single repeat test done on the same specimen that initially was non-determinate reduced the number of non-determinate results to four (<1%) specimens with Xpert and to ten (<1%) specimens for Xpert Ultra.

**Discussion**

Results of this multicentre diagnostic accuracy study show that the sensitivity of Xpert Ultra was superior to that of the standard Xpert for tuberculosis case detection in participants with sputum smear-negative pulmonary tuberculosis. Xpert Ultra also had superior sensitivity for tuberculosis case detection in HIV-infected participants and in all study participants. In clinical practice, the high sensitivity of Xpert Ultra could facilitate diagnosis of tuberculosis at earlier stages of disease and diagnosis of tuberculosis in patients with HIV and sputum smear-negative tuberculosis, a population with high mortality. Similarly, sensitivity gains could also be relevant for diagnosis of tuberculosis in children and for diagnosis of extrapulmonary forms of tuberculosis such as meningitis. These groups were assessed in separate studies.19,20

The increased sensitivity of Xpert Ultra came at the expense of a loss of specificity. For Xpert Ultra, we observed a difference in specificity between patients with and without a medical history of tuberculosis treatment. Xpert Ultra specificity increased with increasing time since completion of treatment since the preceding tuberculosis episode up to 7 years. Xpert specificity differed by tuberculosis treatment history only if the preceding treatment had been completed within the past 2 years. These results are in line with findings by Theron and colleagues21 that show that Xpert-positive, culture-negative results were more common in individuals with a history of tuberculosis. Extrinsic *M tuberculosis* from other specimens or the laboratory environment, or false-negative cultures from over-decontamination are possible explanations for a positive nucleic-acid amplification test result in participants with sputum cultures that are negative for *M tuberculosis*. However, in our study, over-decontamination is not sufficient to explain all of the specificity decrement for Xpert Ultra, and environmental contamination is an unlikely explanation because we implemented rigorous laboratory quality assurance and quality monitoring throughout the study. We speculate that in our study, most instances of Xpert Ultra-positive,
culture-negative results were caused by the presence of \( M \) tuberculosis DNA or intact \( M \) tuberculosis bacilli (either living or dead, originating from the participant’s lower respiratory system), or both in sputum. \( M \) tuberculosis mRNA has also been detected in sputum along with persisting PET thoracic lesion activity in some patients with tuberculosis 1 year after standard 6-month tuberculosis treatment. It remains to be seen whether apparent reductions in test specificity in patients with a history of tuberculosis will also be observed for other molecular tests for tuberculosis that aim to improve sensitivity through the detection of multicopy targets. Additional studies with longer follow-up that investigate the natural history of patients with Xpert Ultra-positive and culture-negative results are needed to understand the clinical relevance of these test results.

More than half of Xpert Ultra false-positive results in patients with a history of tuberculosis were trace-positive (the semiquantitative result corresponding to the lowest bacillary burden), so reclassification of these results as tuberculosis-negative could be considered for all patients, for patients with a tuberculosis history only, or on the basis of Xpert Ultra test results from another sputum specimen. These approaches mitigate some loss of Xpert Ultra specificity while maintaining some sensitivity gains over Xpert. The population-level effect of the sensitivity and specificity trade-off on patient-important outcomes would be expected to vary by setting. For Xpert Ultra, country-level tuberculosis incidence levels seem to affect test specificity. For example, in our study, Xpert Ultra specificity was 99% in participants without a history of tuberculosis treatment in study sites in countries where the tuberculosis incidence of 100 cases per 100,000 population or less, and 95% in patients without tuberculosis treatment history in countries where the tuberculosis incidence is more than 100 cases per 100,000 population. Modelling studies are underway and will allow more in-depth exploration of the trade-offs between increased numbers of patients correctly and falsely diagnosed under different epidemiologic scenarios.

For detection of rifampicin resistance, Xpert Ultra specificity was non-inferior to that of Xpert. The sensitivity point estimate for Xpert Ultra was slightly less than that of Xpert and the confidence interval was wide, such that non-inferiority criteria were not met. Additional studies including larger numbers of rifampicin-resistant specimens are needed to more precisely characterise Xpert Ultra accuracy for detection of rifampicin resistance. Patients belonging to the multidrug-resistance risk group were recruited mainly from four sites and, accordingly, most rifampicin-resistant cases come from these sites. Mutations such as Ile491Phe, which is not detected by Xpert or Xpert Ultra, might be more common in countries not included in this study, and inclusion of such sites could potentially have reduced sensitivity estimates. However, we found no evidence of bias given that our reported accuracy for rifampicin-resistance detection is equivalent to that reported in a Cochrane review of a broad group of studies and sites worldwide. Our estimates are also in line with WHO surveillance data on the frequency of rifampicin-resistance-conferring mutations obtained from resistance surveys.

In summary, Xpert Ultra holds promise as a rapid and highly sensitive test for tuberculosis case detection and simultaneous detection of rifampicin resistance. Its sensitivity gain compared with Xpert is most apparent in individuals with low sputum bacillary burdens. Implementation approaches will need to consider the effect of possible false-positive Xpert Ultra results.
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